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Every day signs are looming larger than life as we know it in the wealthiest nation on earth
that it’s about to crash and burn, forever changing not for the better. The latest wake-up call
arrived in a Guardian article earlier this week. The story features a secret prison not unlike
the CIA  torture  detention  centers  all  over  the  world  whereby the Chicago police  hold
rounded  up  US  citizens  for  hours  or  days  at  a  time  for  interrogation.  The  same
internationally illegal roundups of suspected “potential terrorists” (which by latest Gestapo
America standards can easily be you or me) that the CIA and military black ops deploy
globally, are being covertly conducted not only in Obama’s hometown where his thug buddy
Rahm rules, but likely every US city and soon coming to a neighborhood near you.

The complete loss of constitutional civil liberties where we can be taken in without warrant,
locked up and shackled for indefinite periods of time, where to all our friends and family we
simply disappear, those totalitarian Orwellian tactics are here today in secret CIA-like “black
site”  locations  throughout  the  nation.  Lawyers  are  summarily  turned  away.  Those
imprisoned are not booked nor entered in any record-keeping system, only to typically
be beaten and shackled. It was determined that one man at the Chicago site already died
while in custody. If this inhumane brutality hidden from public view is operating in one major
US metropolis, it means that these secret police detention centers are no doubt also up and
running in secret locations throughout America. This worst case scenario of police state USA
is  just  one  more  nightmare  come  true.  And  this  comes  after  it’s  been  determined
that Americans are at least 100 times more likely to die at the hands of murdering police
than in all other industrialized nations.

For  numerous decades the United States has engaged in both high intensive and low
intensive counterinsurgency and counterterrorism wars around the globe. But now in the
twenty-first  century all  those same black ops wars have come home to roost  right here in
the land of the not-so-free. To police state USA all  American citizens are the potential
enemy. It’s also fair to say that the police in countless jails and prisons have unlawfully
beaten and killed thousands of US citizens while in police custody over the years. Sadly, this
form of murder in covert black sites where inmates are literally tortured to death takes
police state brutality and slaughter to a whole new unprecedented level. And of course
those of color and poor are most often the victims. Two years ago it was reported that a
black man is killed by police every 28 hours. And with the deaths spiking last year, it’s more
apt to be closer to every 24 hours now.
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On a far less shocking and dramatic note, the latest FCC 3 to 2 vote on Thursday to
“maintain net neutrality” has been treated in the press as a triumph for the people. Yet
before we internet users celebrate, several keys factors still  need to be pondered. We
already know the overriding history in North America where giant transnational corporations
enjoy more individual rights than us individuals in this age of globalism. The people may
have averted a disastrous lost battle but the war of corporate greed winning out over the
rights of people goes on. The FCC’s ruling declared that the internet falls under the rules
and regulations of the telecommunications industry and we know what’s been happening
there. Six corporate entities virtually control all the world’s major media outlets.

Secondly, the 300-page details of the FCC decision has yet to be released. Literally armies of
telecom  lawyers  will  be  analyzing  every  line  of  300  pages  with  a  fine-tooth  comb  just
searching  for  the  myriad  of  potential  loopholes  by  which  the  large  corporate  internet
providers can find ways to squeeze additional money for the giants at our expense. Finally,
the FCC has a special  new rule  called the “general  conduct  rule”  whereby as in  FCC
Chairman Wheeler’s words, “it wants to referee” in getting to decide what it deems unfair or
“hurts consumers, competition or innovation.” With such a vague and wide open birth, the
FCC wields enormous power to interpret its 300 pages of new rules in what it considers
running afoul of “proper conduct” and it may not be in favor of us internet consumers.
Meanwhile, the telecom lawyers have unlimited time and money to finagle, lobby and court
FCC’s favor, not unlike Big Business rules over the EPA in getting away with all kinds of
unregulated pollution and Big Pharma literally owns the FDA.

Big Gov operates in deviously sneaky ways. It knows ruling against net neutrality now would
cause a storm of fury in America that temporarily Washington is choosing at this moment to
avoid. But as mentioned, the mountains of fine print perfectly suited for loopholes contained
in 300 pages of rules can easily turn this ephemeral victory into another staggering long
term defeat for the people. It’s simply akin to the hard kill being deferred to the soft kill
strategy, quietly sneaking through little changes that in their totality will eventually peck
away at net neutrality and ultimately kill it. We need to always remember that in recent
years  gov.corps  is  one  entity  that  historically  favors  corporate  greed  and  profit  over  the
well-being  of  a  bunch  of  humans.  The  power  elite’s  agenda  remains  to  offer  less  internet
services, less access to not only the internet but to particular websites that will come at
higher prices to access in the future.

Indeed  the  growing  threat  of  our  tyrannical  fascist  government  cutting  off  access  to
independent alternative news sites falling victim to state censorship is still very real and
extremely foreboding. Increasingly the elite’s agenda is to disempower the global masses by
keeping them ignorant, dumbed down and in the dark without any access to the truth.
Taking away much of the World Wide Web is their sinister strategy that’s still operating at
all times despite this recent decision.

The  totalitarian  government  in  Washington  has  realized  that  their  propagandizing
mainstream media machine has been rapidly losing its credibility and audience. Upwards
of 4 out of 5 Americans today aren’t even tuning in to the likes of NBC’s Brian Williams’ fake
show  for  MSM’s  inaccurate  reporting  of  the  latest  unfolding  events  in  the  globalized
censored world. And that trend arrived long before we learned Williams turned out to be
another mainstream liar.

The  totalitarian  government’s  fusion  into  corporate  fascism  has  long  recognized  that
supplying the world with free internet allows the masses access to alternative independent
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news sites for far more accurate reporting of world news and developments. At increasing
risk of censorship black outs and persecution, independent news strives to tell the truth to
the rest of the world, exposing the official narrative of pure lies and evildoing perpetrated by
the criminal syndicate acting as the rogue government. A continued free and independent
internet news outlet making suppression of the truth difficult poses a real threat to fascism.
That’s why free internet is still under attack.

The other reason the internet poses a threat to New World Order is its enormous capacity to
provide instant global communication between billions of humans around the globe that
together  possess  a  potentially  powerful  resistance  movement  opposing  the  oppressive
tactics  being  implemented  by  globalized  multinational  governments.  Ultimately  an
awakened, informed and empowered citizenry of the world united in solidarity poses the
biggest threat to global fascism and its New World Order. That’s why through Executive
Order Obama has given himself supreme dictatorial authority to shut  down the internet in
America under the pretense of a national emergency.

As  another  in-our  face,  over-the-top,  draconian  measure  that  reveals  how  today’s
totalitarian police state is fast closing in on us is the feds’ agenda to impose its latest
sinister plan to impose mandatory vaccine immunizations on every American adult as well
as child. Since 9/11 the feds have been systematically stripping away all our liberties. But
when forcing potentially  lethal  injections on us citizens against  our will,  the tyrants in
Washington will  likely have a real  fight on their  hands.  With overwhelming evidence piling
up  indicating  vaccines  pose  a  deadly  danger  to  millions  of  humans,  the  feds  forcing
injections on all US adults may be the catalyst that sparks a genuine grassroots revolt not
unlike what the Boston Tea Party was to the American Revolution.  With an increasing
segment of  the US population becoming sick and tired of  their  government’s  rampant
oppression,  their  battle  cry  may  be  “enough is  enough with  your  abusive  totalitarian
bullshit.”  The  US  government  has  long  overstepped  both  its  legal  and  ethical
boundaries that the people may now be reaching the tipping point toward active rebellion.

Of course everything gov.corps does has an intended purpose. With this latest Big Brother
violation – the National Adult Immunization Plan (NAIC), it appears the feds are actually
intending  to  create  a  national  confrontational  backlash.  Ever  since  9/11  they’ve  been
preparing for the civil unrest that they’ve been insidiously provoking and escalating. With
the US police state fully militarized, mechanized and mobilized, apparently Washington’s
nearing ready to unleash its absolute brutality full force against its own people.

In the same way the US lies and propaganda are attempting to demonize Putin as the bad
guy  excuse  to  start  WWIII,  baiting  him  to  react  to  relentless  over-the-top  Empire
transgressions, the feds are using the same demented strategy now on us too. They want
Americans to react and oppose them so they can bring out their big guns and initiate those
long awaited FEMA camp roundups we’ve been hearing about for years – all for the sake of
quelling the unrest  they themselves incite as their  excuse to “restore civil  order”.  It’s
downright  demonic  but  unfortunately  that’s  where our  nation and world  appear  to  be
heading, led by an elitist handful of sub-human psychopaths that within a short period of
time are bent on killing off at least 90% of us currently inhabiting this planet.

The neocon 9/11 inside job shows more about the treasonous, demonic elements controlling
the US government (along with Saudi-Israeli assistance) that executed nearly 3000 innocent
Americans to justify waging permanent war around the world than it does 19 box-cutting
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Moslem  terrorist-stooges  borrowed  from  the  Saudi  government  accomplice.  Yet  the
evildoers  responsible  for  9/11  have  targeted  Islamic  religion  as  their  scapegoat  and
polarized  the  entire  world  with  dozens  of  false  flags  purposely  designed  to  demonize
Moslems  worldwide.  By  waging  false  flag  terrorism  events  like  January’s  Charlie  Hebdo
attack in Paris, between Bush and the Obama regime they have maintained the US and the
world in a constant state of emergency, using that designated status as their carte blanche
false flag policy to get away with anything and everything evil.

As an example, with the total dismantling of the US Constitution since 9/11 that for more
than two centuries guaranteed Americans their civil liberties, now the criminal syndicate of
our shadow rogue de facto government currently in power is waging undeclared war against
the  American  people.  Meanwhile,  increasing  numbers  of  Americans  at  grave  risk  to
themselves are growing boldly courageous enough to vocally object to the tyranny and
criminality of the treasonous feds who’ve systematically violated both their oath to uphold
and protect the Constitution and the Constitution itself as our nation’s no longer recognized
rule of law. This criminal element inside our own government is not only killing innocent
people  around the world  but  is  now beginning to  brazenly  murder  innocent  American
citizens on US soil with increasing regularity. Recall Obama a couple years ago envisioning
out loud his use of drones to kill citizens here in the US in the not too distant future. And
now he’s selling killer drones to US allies that inevitably will fall into ISIS/al Qaeda hands as
the rogue government’s fake enemy and true ally that will join the Empire in the slaughter
of Americans.

For years the federal government has been arming and militarizing its robotic henchmen in
preparation for waging all-out war against the mounting anger and civil unrest coming from
the American people. The exponential growth of the Homeland Security Department and
FEMA, the pathological surveillance state, the militarization of US police state, the 2012
National Defense Authorization Act that authorizes military force to break into our homes
and arrest law-abiding US citizens without warrant, without charges and imprison Americans
without  due  process  or  legal  representation  for  an  indefinite  period  of  time,  all  of  these
highly disturbing developments act as hardcore evidence of the government’s not-so-hidden
war against the American people.

For some time now Obama has been both secretly and not so secretively negotiating a full
frontal assault on America with implementation of the nightmarish UN Agenda 21whereby
under the rationale of  sustainability the UN will  work in conspired unison with DHS to
relocate  much of  the  US population  away from rural  and suburban areas  into  denser
populated urban zones. According to their plan, the US has already been broken down into
various regional sections most of which will end up unpopulated. Similar to the method of
how “national security” has been used to cram down our throats in order to justify stripping
us of all our rights and freedom, Agenda 21 uses the transparent façade of “sustainability”
as its  oppressive criminal  excuse to  confiscate and steal  our  homes and force people  into
federal  urban  housing.  Counties  throughout  the  States  and  beyond  have  been  busily
enacting Agenda 21 laws using eminent domain to illegally force people off their own land
and property.

Those who object are labeled noncompliant dissidents joining the activists and journalists
who’ve been protesting and exposing the federal crimes against humanity. They are the
designated enemy to be rounded up and placed in the more than 1000 FEMA concentration
camps that have been waiting to be filled. In the last decade Halliburton has contracted with
gov.corps to refurbish and build hundreds of prisons throughout America. To justify mass
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murder and imprisonment, the feds are now openly calling those of us who object to their
lethal  madness  homegrown terrorists.  Yet  it  is  they who are  the true terrorist-traitors
reigning terror, theft and destruction down on this entire planet. We law abiding citizens are
determined patriots willing to stand up for our rights, indeed standing up for humanity and
the very survival  of  our human species.  Members of  the ruling elite are the perverse,
insane psychopathic criminal mass murderers.

The US government since 9/11 has turned the United States of America into a military-
security-prison  complex  with  multiple  state  and  city  information  analysis  fusion
centersworking 24/7 around the clock in cahoots with militarized law enforcement and NSA
surveillance creating dossiers on every single person in America. Those of us who object,
resist and/or oppose the insanity of what’s happening will either be imprisoned or killed.

Obama has been secretly signing a host of Executive Orders (EO’s) without Congressional
approval, many of which violate existing laws rendering his orders illegal. But the crime
syndicate behind the current de facto government operates above all law. The criminals in
power  do  not  answer  to  anyone  but  the  ruling  elite.  And  though  they’re  all  bona  fide,
soulless psychopaths, they’re utilizing their brute force to subjugate innocent, good people
in bondage or worse yet, simply murdering them.

Perhaps the most graphically telling EO of all illustrating their sinister nature is Executive
Order  13603,  which grants  Obama authorization to  seize  possession of  every possible
resource, from our property to “all  food storage facilities” (meaning all  food and water
belonging to every person inside our homes). This extremist, maniacal edict is designed to
enforce our submission, rendering us totally dependent on Big Brother government or face
the obvious – starvation and extermination.

President  Obama has quietly  transferred his  intelligence gathering apparatus  from the
superseded NSA now under the authority of the Department of Homeland Security. The
reason is simple, NSA can only collect data but is not authorized to act on it. Now DHS does
have federal authorization to act against all the dissident voices who’ve become outraged
over how our government has betrayed the United States and our people. If not already,
very soon DHS will be moving to lock up those observed and classified by NSA as targeted
security threats who’ve been placed on growing watch lists. Among this list, a dissident’s
gradient status as a security threat target is measured on how large a conduit disseminating
the lowdown truth to the public that automatically places him or her at the top of the list to
be silenced.

Neocon puppet Bush summed it up when he smugly pronounced, “You’re either with us or
against us.” Ever since he uttered those words, the US population has become polarized into
two growing divided camps. The one camp consists of the totalitarian enforcers that are
members of the criminal government agencies having drawn the line in the sand with their
massive bulk data collection separating themselves from their opposing camp – those of us
citizens who disagree with their Orwellian nightmare-come-true. A third group of Americans
are  sitting  on  the  fence,  though  leaning  toward  the  oppressors  as  in  the  Stockholm
syndrome, either employed in the Fortune 500 transnational corporations unwilling to bite
the  immoral  hand  that  feeds  them  or  part  of  the  larger  flock  of  sheeple  representing
Americans either too ignorant, weak or fearful who remain in denial or have stuck their head
in the sand pretending or hoping that what’s happening above ground really isn’t happening
at all. They are in for very a rude awakening.
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Everyone part of this demonic system simply plays their part in doing what they’re told, not
unlike the Nazi guards at the Jewish concentration camps during WWII. So now you can see
why  the  psychiatric  field  has  been  co-opted  and  taken  over  by  our  Gestapo  totalitarian
government that represents the oppressive crime syndicate. Mental health clinicians are
being mandated to brand anyone with a label in order to declare them certifiably ill with a
mental disorder diagnosis that can be applied conveniently to anyone regardless of how
stable, well-adjusted or strong their mental and emotional health may actually be. This
labeling for control purposes will  come in handy as to deciding who goes where under
martial law.

Now you know why oppressive draconian laws have been springing up all over the country
as well as globally usurping homeowners’ rights to even grow their own vegetable gardens
in their own backyard. Harassing and shutting down community food co-ops that undermine
local  citizens’  resources and independence has been part of  the feds’  agenda. In fact,
anyone who is preparing to live off grid as a resourceful survivalist/prepper is also in their
crosshairs. It’s even become unlawful in many municipalities to be a caring humanitarian
these days.  Serving food to  the  homeless  in  parks  is  now considered a  crime across
America.

For  a  long  time Obama and the  feds  have  been attempting  to  confiscate  citizens’  Second
Amendment rights to bear arms with the passing of stricter gun control legislation to such
an extreme of  using  Sandy Hook as  yet  one more  horrendous  false  flag.  For  that  singular
purpose, Obama has signed twenty-three Executive Orders on gun safety alone. Already
early in 2015 Obama is at it again with his plan to take guns away from gun owners. His
latest unilateral move is to ban a bullet commonly sold in local sporting goods stores that’s
been among the most popular ammunition in America for generations, used in multiple rifles
as well as a new kind of revolver. The catch here is the .223 caliber “green tipped” bullet is
known to pierce bullet proof vests typically worn by police state nation. By outlawing and
collecting all the most popular ammo and making it strictly for the feds’ use, when his
government goes to war against Americans, it’ll obviously give his murdering death squads
a distinct, unparalleled advantage.

During the global spread of the Ebola virus last August, Obama signed executive orders
authorizing authorities to begin involuntarily rounding up and housing against their will
the  homeless  and  mentally  ill  to  even  include  persons  with  known  respiratory
ailments (EO13295). All of these draconian measures demand total dependence and docility
from its citizenry – or else. While Americans are now trapped in a domestic police state,
cops are killing innocent people in the US every single day at an unprecedented, alarming
rate. If you resist, you risk dying. And even if you don’t resist, you still risk dying.

The constant attack on citizens struggling to maintain their modest yet eroding standard of
living desperately trying to stretch less money to cover the steadily rising costs of survival
spells a very uncertain and even doubtful future for both Americans and people throughout
the  world.  The  ever-shrinking  middle  class  in  both  North  America  and  Europe  is  the
inevitable, by designed outcome of globalization, privatization, destabilization, rising war
and massive human impoverishment. The unstable future of the world feeds the emerging
New World Order along with its demonically Orwellian control of the entire global population.

Ever since the breakup of the Soviet Union nearly a quarter century ago, the US as the sole
global  superpower  has  aggressively  been  surrounding  the  entire  Russian  border
placing missiles on its  doorstep aimed directly  into Russia while the US Empire-NATO-
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European Union has co-opted as geopolitical puppets the entire former Soviet bloc nations
of  Eastern  Europe  including  a  number  of  Central  Asian  countries  on  the  globalized
chessboard hemming in Russia and China into checkmate position.

Despite this prodding, walled in aggression used as bait to manipulate Putin into reacting
and  fighting  back,  he  has  repeatedly  outsmarted  the  US  and  its  puppets  by  showing
remarkable restraint. But the US has pushed him to the very limit. Understandably he has
strengthened  ties  with  neighboring  China  and  formed  an  economic  union  with  other
emerging powers Brazil, India and South Africa (BRICS) in formidable economic self-defense.
Just this week India’s cabinet approved of a BRICS development bank. Meanwhile, increasing
financial  reports  have  predicted  that  the  US  dollar  and  petrodollar  as  the
standard international currency will be dropped. And that may spell economic disaster for
the United States.

In response to the threat that the West poses, a coalition of nations in the East – Russia,
China and India – have all been forced to prepare for the impending war the US Empire has
been instigating. Clearly it is America and Europe that are the wrongful aggressors that
have been deliberately setting the stage for World War III against nuclear-powered Russia
and China. Also clearly in the court of world opinion, Putin is winning and once again Obama
and his neocon aggressors are losing. The real problem though is all of us on earth might
lose because of Obama and his puppet masters’ deadly games.

Everything in this world now is reversed from the way it once was and should be. It is painful
to realize that we Americans were always brainwashed and taught that we were the good
guys and the Russian and Chinese Communists  were always the bad guy oppressors.
However, now roles seem very much reversed whereas the relentless, instigating aggressor
pushing for what could easily become nuclear war and the end of the world, American
Empire has become the most dangerous rogue state on earth flailing in its final destructive
acts before it collapses. The tragic irony and pathetic hypocrisy is that the United States
always in its holier than thou self-righteousness criticized the totalitarianism of the Soviet
Union and China. Yet it now appears that the darkest shadows of the gulag are operating as
“black holes” right here in America, the land of the no longer free but the enslaved and the
walking dead who haven’t awakened from their slumber of what used to be to find the once
greatest nation on earth the most destructive predator spiraling into oblivion but seemingly
determined to take the entire planet down with it.

In reality the US government is simply acting on orders from the ruling Western elite that
has ordered destruction of the United States. The ruling elite has taken the entire human
species hostage and like their Islamic State stooges, the psychopathic oligarchs are busily
beheading the entire human civilization in a relentless combination of both soft and hard kill
tactics designed to exterminate 90% of the global population. This is the first known human
genocide  –  the  earth’s  sixth  mass  extinction  and  first  caused  by  a  handful  of  demonically
possessed sub-human species that has been in control of planet earth for many centuries.
We owe it to all life on planet earth to fight back.
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